HOW TO GET TO FRASER’S HILL
Fraser's Hill is a popular holiday spot. However, it does not have many public transport routes
from major destinations such as Kuala Lumpur and Singapore. The main transport option for
most visitors to Fraser's Hill would be a personal vehicle. Though taxis from major cities will
take you there at a high price. There are also no buses with a direct route, the closest being
Kuala Kubu Bharu town (32km away from the Gap). However, it is possible to catch a cab from
here; usually a small fleet of taxis will be stationed near the bus stand throughout the day.

Directions by Road – From The South
Fraser's Hill lies about 100km away north from Kuala Lumpur, or 400km from Singapore.
Visitors can travel through Kuala Kubu Bharu (KKB) or Bentong towns to reach this highland
resort destination. Using the Bentong route, you take the Karak Highway, passing by Genting
Highlands and turning off at Bentong. A junction to Bukit Frasers pops up along the main road
a few km after town.
Alternatively, a trunk road leads from Gombak to Bentong through Janda Baik if you wish to
avoid paying toll. On the other hand, using the North-South Highway from Kuala Lumpur will
require a detour at the Kuala Kubu Bharu exit. Follow the signboards to Bukit Fraser from KKB
to get on the right track. Again, to avoid paying toll, you can use the trunk road from Batu
Caves, going through Rawang and turn right at the Kuala Kubu Bharu junction.
To Singapore House
From the Gap, drive uphill and turn right to Mager Road. Follow Mager Road and turn right
to Padang Road. Singapore House is just at the junction of Mager Road and Padang Road.

Directions by Road – From The North
From northern destinations, such as Penang, you only need to drive down the North-South
Highway (or trunk road) past Ipoh towards Rawang. Eventually, there will be a turn-off to
Kuala Kubu Bharu before the Rawang exit; turn here and follow the directions towards
Fraser's Hill from town.
The last 8km to the summit is known as “The Gap”. Previously it is used at alternate directions
each hour for going up and going down. Now, with the new alternative road, vehicles do not
need to wait for their turn to go up and down.
Route of access up to Fraser’s Hill – The Gap
Route for downhill traffic – Jalan Quarry after Pine Resort
Please bear in mind there is not any fuel station up there so please fill up your tank before
going up. Make sure that you fill your tank with fuel while at Kuala Kubu Bahru (KKB) as no
petrol kiosk is available on the highland. You will need to factor in your trip up and down the
highland. Factor in about 50km from KKB and another 50km down. Extra mileage is needed
for you to move around the town.

By Train / Taxi
By railway, the KTM Train from KL Sentral stops at KKB Station; you then need a taxi to bring
you up. Do make arrangements with the driver to bring you back, as Fraser’s Hill does not
have any taxis.
From 1 January 2008, there are no public transports to/from Bukit Fraser. You have to take
the commuter train from KL Sentral to Rawang, and change to the train to Kuala Kubu Bharu.
From here you will need to take a taxi up to Fraser’s Hill which costs around RM100 one-way.
You will need to negotiate the fare with the taxi driver.

By Coach / Bus
If you are from Singapore, take a coach to Puduraya in Kuala Lumpur.
Taking a bus from Kuala Lumpur to Kuala Kubu Bharu is not impossible but a little
inconvenient.
From Kuala Lumpur’s Puduraya bus terminal or outside the Sinar Kota building on Jalan Tun
Perak, take a Metrobus bus (destination “Rawang”) to Rawang town. At Rawang, switch to
Metrobus No.36 (destination "Tanjung Malim"). It will stop by Kuala Kubu Bharu along the
way.
Alternatively, you can also take MARA Liner buses to Tanjung Malim. The buses also stop by
Kuala Kubu Bharu.
From Kuala Kubu Bharu, take a taxi up to Fraser’s Hill.

